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ABSTRACT: Disease prediction of a human means predicting the probability of a patient’s disease after examining 

the combinations of the patient’s symptoms. Monitoring a patient's condition and health information at the initial 

examination can help doctors to treat a patient's condition effectively. This analysis in the medical industry would lead 

to streamlined and expedited treatment of patients.  

The previous researchers have primarily emphasized machine learning models mainly Support Vector Machine (SVM), 

K-nearest neighbors (KNN), and RUSboost for the detection of diseases with the symptoms as parameters. However, 

the data used by the prior researchers for training the model is not transformed and the model is completely dependent 

on the symptoms, while their accuracy is poor. Nevertheless, there is a need to design a modified model for better 

accuracy and early prediction of human disease. The proposed model has improved the efficacy and accuracy model, 

by resolving the issue of the earlier researcher’s models.  

The proposed model is using the medical dataset from Kaggle and transforms the data by assigning the weights based 

on their rarity. This dataset is then trained using a combination of machine learning algorithms: Random Forest, Long 

Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and SVM. Parallel to this, the history of the patient can be analyzed using the LSTM 

Algorithm. SVM is then used to conclude the possible disease. 

 

KEYWORDS: Symptoms, Disease, Symptoms_Severity, Symptoms_Description, Symptoms_Precautions, Accuracy, 

F1 score, Random forest, Decision Tree classifier, Naive Bayes, 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Human disease prediction is a crucial part of human life. Early disease prediction of a human is an important step in the 

treatment of disease. Since the very beginning, a doctor has handled it almost exclusively. Thus, the healthcare industry 

thrives on innovation to make logistics efficient. Innovation is the heart of the medical industry. It is what drives new 

treatments, cures and therapies. Innovation is also what keeps the medical industry current and relevant. The scope of 

development in the medical industry is vast. There are many areas where innovation is needed to make progress. 

Some of these include developing new treatments for diseases, finding ways to improve patient care, and making 

medical procedures more efficient. 

 

One of the emerging technologies that has benefited individuals in many different industries is machine learning. It 

includes numerous algorithms for solving regression and classification issues. When working with predictions, machine 

learning is the first technology that springs to mind. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNN), and KNN are machine learning algorithms that classify data into different groups.  

The model can be trained using a preprocessed dataset with the aid of machine learning. Artificial intellect (AI) is a 

field that aims to imbue robots with human intellect in order to perform activities that humans perform. One subset of 

AI is machine learning. 

 

To predict the disease Naive Bayes, Decision trees, and Random forest algorithms were used. After training the three 

models using these three algorithms, the most occurred disease will be considered as the final result. Feature selection 

is done based on the symptoms given by the user. After pre-processing, the dataset was split into training data and 

testing data. Soon after training the models, models will be checked with testing data to find the accuracies of all three 

models, and confusion matrices were drawn to analyze the results based on training and testing data. 

The chatbot in our project is used for information acquisition. It acquires the patient’s information along with the 

symptoms and the disease is predicted on the basis of the symptoms. The disease prediction chatbot is designed using 

the concepts of NLP and machine learning algorithms. 
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II.LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In this overview work, different machine learning techniques for identifying conditions including diabetes and heart 

disease are compared and contrasted. It centers on a set of machine learning techniques and algorithms that can be 

applied to the detection and interpretation of medical conditions. Based on this test data, a training set of examples with 

acceptable targets was generated, and algorithms responded adequately to all possible inputs. SVM provides good 

outcomes across several application fields. Positive attributes were found with the use of the FS approach. In response 

to these characteristics, SVM attains an accuracy rate of 84.5 percent. For every data set, there are various research and 

learning methodologies, as well as a few different data kinds. Every data set has a different learning and research 

methodology, as do some types of data. 

 

Data mining for symptom-based health prediction was started by S. Vijava Shetty and colleagues. This project aims to 

build a machine learning model that can predict common diseases based on real symptoms by using significant 

symptoms and diseases. For instance, a straightforward equation cannot be used to correctly identify body organs. 

Thus, instance-based training is primarily required for pattern recognition. In the realm of biomedicine, machine 

learning and pattern recognition have the potential to increase the precision of disease identification and treatment. 

They also respect the principle of impartiality in decision-making. The proposed approach integrates text processing 

with different Machine Learning techniques to achieve accurate prediction.  

 

Using the machine learning approach proposed by Dhiraj Dahiwade , create a disease prediction model. The matching 

of accuracy was the key idea. Data processing uncovers patterns and information hidden in an astronomically large 

amount of medical data with the use of illness data. This published paper employs K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) methods. In this investigation, the sufferer's habits are essential to making a 

precise forecast. Following the prediction of general disease, this approach is prepared to provide the overall disease 

likelihood, which can be either higher or lower. Both structured and unstructured datasets are supported. The accuracy 

is just 84.5%, which is the constraint. 

 

P. Hamsagayathri et al. presented Symptoms Based Disease Prediction Using Machine Learning Techniques. In this 

overview work, different machine learning techniques for identifying conditions including diabetes and heart disease 

are compared and contrasted. 

 

It centers on a set of machine learning techniques and algorithms that can be applied to the detection and interpretation 

of medical conditions. Based on this test data, a training set of examples with acceptable targets was generated, and 

algorithms responded adequately to all possible inputs. SVM provides good outcomes across several application fields. 

Positive attributes were found with the use of the FS approach. In response to these characteristics, SVM attains an 

accuracy rate of 84.5 percent. For every data set, there are various research and learning methodologies, as well as a 

few different data kinds. Every data set has a different learning and research methodology, as do some types of data.  

 

Despite being widely employed for distinction, the WAKE tool's efficiency pales in comparison to Naive Bayes. The 

survey illustrates the benefits and drawbacks of these kinds of algorithms. A collection of AI community-developed 

tools is also included in this survey paper. 

 

Min Chen et al. proposed Disease Prediction by Machine Learning Over Big Data from Healthcare Communities . 

Improved prediction models and actual hospital data from 2013 to 2015 in central China serve as the foundation for the 

testing. The hospital provides a variety of data, including gene, EHR, and medical picture data. They tackle the 

problem of incomplete data by reconstructing missing data using a latent component model. The goal of this work was 

to simplify machine learning methods for predicting chronic illness outbreaks in communities that are prone to 

sickness. The NB, KNN, and DT algorithms are used to forecast the risk of cerebral infarction disease. A training data 

set is provided for KNN classification, and the nearest k instances are located within the training data set. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

The dataset that was obtained from Kaggle in the first module underwent data preprocessing. Data pre-processing 

increases the model's accuracy. Every symptom in the symptom severity dataset will have a priority. This priority will 
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be applied to every symptom in the collection of illness symptoms. This helps to accurately forecast sickness. In the 

second module, a model was created using the Decision Tree Classification technique. At every node in this decision 

tree, decisions are made using the Gini index. The Gini index was used to make a choice for the training dataset that 

had been pre-processed. A confusion matrix was made to analyze the outcomes of this decision tree classifier model, 

and testing data was used to assess the correctness of the decision tree model once it had been trained. 

In the module, a Random Forest classification technique was used to build a model. With the exception of building 

numerous decision trees using a random forest classifier, this Random Forest approach works similarly to a decision 

tree. All of the outputs from each tree will be taken into account to determine the final output. The model was trained 

using the training data and tested using the testing data. To investigate the results obtained with this trained random 

forest model and the precision of this trained model, a confusion matrix was constructed. In the fourth module, a model 

was created using Naive Bayes classifier techniques. 

                                             
 

 

A proposed system for disease prediction using symptoms based on machine learning could include the following 

components: 

 

a. User Interface: A user interface that allows the user to input their lifestyle factors, such as age, gender, BMI, 

physical activity level, diet (i.e how many times of junk food intake in a week), Sleep hours, Smoking and Drinking 

habits. 

b. Data Preprocessing: A component that preprocesses the user input data to remove any inconsistencies or 

errors, and prepares it for use in the machine learning algorithm. 

c. Machine Learning Model: A machine learning algorithm that uses the preprocessed user input data to predict 

the likelihood of the user developing a particular lifestyle-based disease, such as diabetes, hypertension, Depression 

or Healthy. The algorithm may use different techniques, such as decision trees, support vector machines, or 

Random forest for the accurate prediction of the disease for the given input by the user. 
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d. Disease Prediction: A component that takes the output of the machine learning model and generates a 

prediction about the likelihood of the user developing a particular disease or the person is healthy. Some predictions 

are also displayed as output on the interface according to the predicted disease, this helps the user to overcome or 

reduce the intensity of the disease. 

e. Data Retrieval: A component that uses the user's input data, predictions, and any other relevant information in 

a database, and retrieves it as needed for use in the machine learning algorithm or for display to the user. 

f. Prediction Analysis: The User is also provided a way to Consult a Doctor, book an appointment. Our model is 

also provided with a feature to Analyze about the disease i.e predicted disease. The user can see the dataset we have 

used for the machine learning model to predict the disease. 

g. Reporting: A reporting component that generates reports on the user's lifestyle data and disease predictions, 

which can be used by the user or healthcare providers to track the user's health over time and identify any trends or 

potential issues. 

 
Module 1: Data Preparation 

The dataset that was previously covered in this module is preprocessed. There are two datasets used in this project. 

The diseases' symptoms are described in the first, and the severity of the disease is described in the second. First 

things first, we need to make sure that the data in this data preparation module is supplied in a standard format. In 

the event that this is not the case, a common format for the data should be created. This should be done first before 

continuing because creating models with null values and missing data has a significant impact on the model's 

performance. After the null values have been removed, each symptom must be assigned a severity level. If a 

symptom does not have a severity value in the symptom-severity table, it should be given a value of zero. 

 

Step 1: Gather the data such that all the records that are needed to train and test the model in a single table.  

Step 2: Find all the NULL values, missing values and make the values zero. 

dafr.isna(). sum(); dafr.isnull(). sum() 

Step- 3: Assign every symptom with their respective weight as per symptom-        severity.csv.  

Step- 4: If no weight is present in the above file, assign it to zero. 
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Module 2: Building the Model using Decision Tree Classifier 

The Dataset must be divided into training and testing data after preprocessing. A decision tree classifier is used   to 

build a model, and the Gini index is utilized to make decisions at each node of the tree. These are the choices that 

lead to the classification of symptoms into different groups. The Gini index is calculated using probabilities of each 

class. 

 

Step 1: Split the data into two parts i.e., for training 80% of the data and for testing 20%. 

x_t, x_te, y_t, y_te = train_test_split(dataset_used) 

Step 2: By using random forest classifier function, develop a random forest classifier model. 

rfconsmodel = RandomForestClassifier(random_state=11) 

Step 3: The model determines the optimal solution from a series of decision trees created from a few randomly 

chosen subsets of the training set. 

rfconmodel.fit(x_t, y_t) 

Step 4: Predict values using the random forest classifier model that we have generated so far. 

predictrf = rfconmodel.predict(x_te) 

 

Module 3: Building the Model using Random Forest 

A random forest approach was used to generate a model in the third module. Some decision trees will be built, and 

the most often occurring output from all of the decision trees will be used as the random forest classifier's final 

output. After the model has been trained, predictions will be made using testing data. 

Step 1: Using the decision tree classifier function, generate a decision tree classifier model. 

detr = DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion = "gini") 

Step 2: Use Gini Index   as the Attribute Selection Measure to split the records and fit the training data. 

Detr   fit=detr.fit(x_t, y_t) 

Step 3: Predict values using the above created model. 

Predict   detr = Detr    fit.predict(x_te) 

Step 4: Plot the confusion matrix and find the accuracy.  

print(f: {accuracy_score(y_te, Predict detr)*100}") 

 

 

SL. NO ALGORITHMS USED ACCURACY 

1 ONLY NAIVE BAYES 85.67% 

2 ONLY DECISION TREE 94.2% 

3 ONLY RANDOM FOREST 98.65% 
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IV. SYSTEM  DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Each data set is pre-processed in the first stage. The pre-processed datasets are fed into the various machine learning 

algorithms in the second stage. The models' output is subsequently examined using a variety of measures in the third 

phase. In a subsequent stage, the model with the best accuracy is used to identify diabetes in any person and is 

integrated with an online application. This web application is created in Python using the Flask programming language. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: System design architecture 

 

The following is a summary of the research's contributions: 

Our initial contribution is the training of multiple machine learning algorithms for diabetes detection utilizing four 

distinct clinical datasets. Various preprocessing procedures are applied to all of the datasets. 

 

Second, the effectiveness of each machine learning method is evaluated using four datasets and a number of 

characteristics, including accuracy, ROC curve, precision, recall, and f1-score. 

 Furthermore, by employing several feature selection techniques like correlation and chi-square, among others, we have 

discovered a number of significant features or traits. The feature selection techniques identify the traits that are most 

strongly associated with diabetes. On the smaller set of qualities, the ML algorithms' performances were also examined. 
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SYSTEM DESIGN 
Data Collection 
Data is collected from individuals who have taken DNA tests, and additional information is gathered through 

questionnaires. This data is likely to include genetic information as well as personal health information that individuals 

report. 

  

Data Preprocessing 
The collected data undergoes several preprocessing steps to prepare it for analysis: 

Cleaning: Removing inaccuracies and correcting the data. 

Integration: Combining data from different sources to create a cohesive dataset. 

Transformation: Modifying the data into a suitable format or structure for analysis. 

Reduction: Decreasing the data size by eliminating redundancy and focusing on relevant features. 

  

Disease Dataset 
The processed data forms a comprehensive dataset of disease-related information. This dataset is used to train and test 

the machine learning models. 

  

Training Data - Building Model 
A portion of the dataset, known as the training data, is used to build the machine learning model. In this case, the model 

is trained using a Support Vector Machine (SVM), which is a supervised learning algorithm known for its effectiveness 

in classification tasks. 

  

Model Testing 
The trained model is then tested for its predictive accuracy using a separate portion of the dataset, typically known as 

the testing data. This helps in evaluating how well the model has learned from the training data and can generalize to 

new, unseen data. 

 

Testing Model for Accuracy 
This stage involves assessing the performance of the machine learning model using various metrics such as accuracy, 

precision, recall, and F1-score. The goal is to determine how accurately the model can predict diseases based on the test 

data.   

 

Deployment 
Once the model has been trained and tested satisfactorily, it is deployed into a production environment where it can be 

used by healthcare professionals or patients. Deployment makes the model accessible to users for practical use, such as 

predicting diseases based on new patient data. 

 

DATASETS USED FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The dataset that was acquired from Kaggle in the first module. The accuracy of the model is improved by data pre-

processing. In the symptom severity dataset, each symptom will be given a priority. All the symptoms in the disease 

symptoms dataset will be assigned with these priorities[11]. This aids in the precise prediction of illness. A model was 

developed utilizing a Decision Tree Classification algorithm in the second module. The Gini index is used to make 

decisions at each and every node in this decision tree. A decision was made for the pre-processed training dataset using 

the Gini index.After the training of this decision tree model, it was evaluated using testing data to determine its 

accuracy, and a confusion matrix was created to examine the results of this decision tree classifier model. 

 

 
Table 2: Disease dataset 
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Table 3: Symptoms severity 

 
 

 
Table 4: Description dataset 

 

 

 

 
Table 5: Precautions dataset 
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Loading the Dataset: 

 
Figure 6 : Dateset 

 
Checking the null value: 

 
Figure 7: Null Value 
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Figure 8: Null Checker Before Removing Null Values 

Loading Symptoms Severity Dataset: 

 

Figure 9: Symptoms Severity Dataset 
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Figure 10: List of Symptoms Present 

 

 Replacing Null Values: 

 

Figure 11: Replacing Null Values With Zeros 
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Figure 12: Null Checker After Removing Null Values 

 

Train Test Dataset: 

 

Figure 13: Train_Test Dataset 

 

Accuracy Score, F1 Score & Precision Score using SVM( Unhyperd): 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm that is used for both classification and 

regression. Though we are saying regression issues as properly it's exceptionally desirable for classification. The goal 

of the SVM algorithm is to discover a hyperplane in an N-dimensional space that exceptionally classifies the 

information points. 

 

 

Figure 14: SVM( Unhyperd) 
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Naive Bayes: 
Naive Bayes classifiers are a set of classification algorithms based on Bayes’ Theorem. It isn't a single algorithm but a 

family of algorithms where they all share a common principle, i.e., each pair of capabilities being categorized is 

unbiased of each other. 

 

 

Figure 15: Naive Bayes 

Decision Tree: 
Decision tree is the most effective and famous tool for prediction and classification. A Decision tree is a flowchart like 

tree structure, where every internal node denotes a check on an attribute, every branch represents an outcome of the 

test, and every leaf node (terminal node) holds a class label. 

 

 

Figure 16: Decision Tree 
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Random Forest: 

Random Forest is a classifier that contains a number of decision trees on various subsets of the given dataset and takes 

the average to improve the predictive accuracy of that dataset 

 

Figure 17: Random Forest 

Function to manually test the models: 

 

Figure18: manually testing of the models 
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Comparison of Algorithm Accuracies: 

 

 

Figure 18: Comparison of Algorithm Accuracies 
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V.OUTCOMES 

 

The outcome of the "Disease Prediction using Symptoms" project in Python employing machine learning models is a 

comprehensive application designed to assist users in assessing potential health conditions based on input symptoms. 

The project yields a user-friendly interface where individuals can easily input their symptoms, and the system, powered 

by a trained machine learning model, delivers real-time predictions of potential diseases with accompanying confidence 

scores. The application encompasses robust data preprocessing mechanisms to handle missing values and outliers, 

ensuring the quality of the input data. Prediction results are presented in a clear and interpretable manner, including 

relevant performance metrics to establish transparency and trust in the predictions. The project also prioritizes user 

privacy and data security, implementing measures to safeguard sensitive information. Thorough documentation, 

including user manuals and technical guides, accompanies the project, facilitating ease of use and future development. 

Additionally, the application undergoes rigorous testing, including user acceptance testing, to identify and address any 

potential issues. Upon successful testing, the application is deployed to a chosen hosting platform, making it accessible 

to users. Post-deployment maintenance, scalability considerations, and a user feedback mechanism contribute to the 

overall success of the project, with the ultimate goal of providing a valuable and reliable tool for health assessment 

based on symptoms. 

As a future enhancement, we also look forward to executing multilingual summarization and multi-document 

summarization. The files which we give as input may also contain native languages, hence health records can be 

collected from various parts of the world and can be easily summarized using multilingual summarization. As of now, 

the paper proceeds with the global language (English). This paper clearly defines disease prediction using highly 

personalized training data sets and also some of the related tasks like fixing appointments and tracing the nearest health 

center 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

  

Prediction results are presented in a clear and interpretable manner, including relevant performance metrics to establish 

transparency and trust in the predictions. The project also prioritizes user privacy and data security, implementing 

measures to safeguard sensitive information. Thorough documentation, including user manuals and technical guides, 

accompanies the project, facilitating ease of use and future development. Additionally, the application undergoes 

rigorous testing, including user acceptance testing, to identify and address any potential issues. Upon successful testing, 

the application is deployed to a chosen hosting platform, making it accessible to users. Post-deployment maintenance, 

scalability considerations, and a user feedback mechanism contribute to the overall success of the project, with the 

ultimate goal of providing a valuable and reliable tool for health assessment based on symptoms. 

 

In our project, information is gathered using the chatbot. It gathers the patient's medical history in addition to the 

symptoms, and uses the symptoms to forecast the illness. NLP and machine learning techniques are used in the creation 

of the disease prediction chatbot 
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Figure 22: Chatbot 

 

Result Analysis: 

Accuracy and confusion matrices were used to analyze the results of the proposed system. Fig 4 shows the accuracy 

and confusion matrix for Naive bayes classifier. The accuracy of the model using Naïve Bayes is 85.58%. 

 

 

Figure 23: Performance analysis for Naive Bayes 

 

F-1 Score is also calculated to analyze the results and performance of three models constructed. Fig 5 depicts confusion 

matrix, accuracy and F-1 score for Random forest algorithm. The accuracy of the model using the Random forest 

algorithm is 99.58%. 
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Figure 24: Performance analysis for Random Forest 

 

Displays the decision tree classifier algorithm's F-1 score, accuracy, and confusion matrix.  

Using the decision tree approach, the model's accuracy is 95.78%. 

 

 

Figure 25: Performance analysis for Decision Tree 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

The manuscript presented the technique of predicting the disease based on the symptoms, almost all the ML models 

gave good accuracy values. As some models were dependent on the parameters, they couldn’t predict the disease and 

the accuracy percentage was quite low. Once the disease is predicted, we could easily manage the medical resources 

required for the treatment. This model would help in lowering the cost required in dealing with the disease and would 

also improve the recovery process.  
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The problems faced by the medical industry with the unaffordability of the patients to seek dictators and the 

unavailability of the medical staff can be diminished. This can happen by automating the channelization of the patients 

to a specialist instead of a generalist. This can happen via the use of a disease prediction system. This system will input 

the patient’s symptoms and produce possible disease as an output with 97% accuracy as compared to earlier models. 

The proposed model can assist the healthcare industry by: 

1.  Reduction in healthcare costs: By improving patient outcomes and reducing the need for unnecessary tests 

and treatments, disease prediction applications can help reduce healthcare costs and improve the overall efficiency of 

the healthcare system. 

2.  Improved patient outcomes: By providing healthcare providers with valuable insights into a patient's disease 

risk, disease prediction applications can help improve patient outcomes by allowing for earlier and more effective 

interventions.  

3.  Early diagnosis: By analyzing patient data and identifying risk factors for specific diseases, disease prediction 

applications can help healthcare providers make an early diagnosis, which is critical for improving patient outcomes. At 

last, we conclude that our model can provide increased accuracy and a reliable model for the prediction of the disease 

through symptoms. 
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